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For ,mme lime now my officials have. ill my request, been working j/ 
a paper on the employment effects of a cessation of violence and a 
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copy of thi!I paper is attached. Pn:parcd before Wednesday's 
ceasefire, it concludes th�t there are four major areas in which 
peace will impact on employment; tourism. trade. inward investment 
�nd security_. It recognises, however, that this is very speculative 
territory indeed and htt!'les its conclusions on u matnx of short run 
(5 years) scenarios which combine either a modest foll in security 
expenditure in that period (n,f1ecting, pcrha11s, an unc.ertain 
security situation) or :i more subslantial fall in sccurily 
expenditure to a level nearer thut in GB with �ith�r a modest 
increa�c in tourism, trade :ind investment or 3 large incrca�e in the 
same. The paper also considers long run r.ccnarios in which the full 
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security saving (�urcly the only logical outcome to a real peace 
process) is combined with large, or modest tourism, trade und 
investment benefits. 

Annex 3 to the paper summarises the results of this e.xcrcise and you 
wilt see there an estimated net employment impact which ranges, in 
the short run, from just 1,000 eJltra jobs for the full security 
impact/modost increase in ID/tourism scenario ro over 30,000 for the 
modest fall in security/large increase in ID/tourism sccnurio. In 
the longer term the cstimatcll rise to 8,000/37,000 extra jobs. 
These figures �how the direct effect of e,;pccti:d increal!cs in 
tourism, trade and investment (as offset by reductions in security 
based employment) and do, of coun1e, have 11 PE effccr. They do not, 
however, take into :iccount the employment consequ�nccs of a possible 

_more wide rangin2 re<leployrnent of Block spending which could he 
significant. 

Now that a ceasefire has been announced, I am convinced that we 
should move quickly to demonstrate the benefits of peace and to 
ensure that tho�e who might have been tempted to support violence 
can sc'-' that there is an alternative. I intend, therefore, to 

�discuss with organi,;ations such as CBI (which hall produced a similar 
_paper) and Nl.EC (which is in the coune of preparing one) how we. 

might ·oi I maximise the cacc dividend. Two (lf DED's agcnci s -
IDB and NITS - will have crucial partll to play in this. In 
addition, the US State Department and the EU have signullcd their 
intent to offer economic help should there he a cessation of 
violence and we need lo he ahle 10 respond effcctivi:ly 10 these .1nd 
other offers wh,ch might materialise. 
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I also intend to refer publicly to our work on tht peace dividend 
and to take an upbeat approuch to economic rrospccts following 
peace. ln doing so I will probably refer to the CH[ paper as much 
as to our own; this will broaden the base of the debate and help to 
avoid needless challenge of the figures. 

My purpose in minuting you, is to bring the attached paper to your 
attention and to let you know of my intentioni-. The paper, which 
has been cleared through NIO and NICS department�. shows that there 
arc wider issues which need to be considered and I am, therefore, 
copying to colleagues. You may wish lo discu!S� thi, wider issues . 

. IJ��rf(/ 

//I TIM SMITH 
f September 1994 

( {{t�� ui i/fvf A<. �( ..,.,.1/4/) A / t;ruCI 
L/A/4/r�--<.i tl '"" l--vi--1 vt·s t:,,,u.,< ) 
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l!Jlroduction 

I. Thill paper attempts to assess the effects on the economy, and

in panicular on employment, in Northern Ireland of a

permanent cessation of violence. It has rhree objectives:-

to provide broad indications of employment changes for 

Ministerial speeches ere; 

to start contingency planning in OED on means to secure 

the expected benefits; and 

to consider wider impacts on the system. 

The paper recognises that steps taken to �ecure the benefits 

(and cope with any adverse effects) could reinforce progress 

towards political stability. 

2. The paper concentrates on likely major employment changes in

broad terms and does not attempt to evaluate the many other

less t�ngible benefits. It concludes dat a cessation of

CONFIDBNTIAL 
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violence is likely to result in an increase in employn'!ent in 

the manufacturing sector as a result of higher levels of 

inward investment and trade; a net increase in employment in 

the private service sector as a result mainly of an expansion 

of tourism offset to some l!xtent by a decline caused by 

reduced ex.p!!nditure on security; a decrease in employment in 

the public sector. chat is security related employment; and 

a smaller net increase in employment in the construction 

industry. 

3. It is not possible to forecast the extent of these changes

with any precision; the outcomes depend upon the fonn which

any cessation of violence takes. including the speed of

iiubsequent political progress, and the degree of confidence

�hown by investors, customers and tourists in the permanence

of the new situation. With this in mind, this paper

considers a number of scenarios ba&ed on alternative security

and investment outcomes. These are described in the paper

but, essentially, the two security scenarios are (i) a pro

rara reduction in �pending and employment levels to Scottish

levels within five years and (ii) a more modest reduction in

that period based on some NIO forecasts (sec Anneit l ). The

two investml!nt scenarios are generally based on either (i)

achieving ROI levels of investment, trade and tourism within

5 years or (ii) the more modest gains described in the paper.

CONFIDENTIAL 
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4. Annex 3 sets out a permutation of !he employment gains and

losses of these different scenarios within five years. Even

on the most optimistic combination, not all of the employment

gains could be achieved within five years and &o the Annex

ill.so looks at longer run scenarios but on the full !iecurity

impact basis only. It is unthinkable that, more than five

years.after a permanent cessation of violence, Northern

Ireland would still need a significantly higher level of LOPS

spending than, say. Scotland.

Manufacturing Employment 

5. The current level of manufacturing employment i� about

100,000. Incre3ses in manufacturing employment arc expected

to result from:•

(a) higher levels of inward investment;

(b) enhanced trade opportunities; and

( c) reduced operating costs;

6. Inward Investment. In the five years to 31 March 1993.

inward investment to Northern Ireland (both new and

expansions of externally owned projects) averaged almost

3,000 job promises per annum with an average coat per job

promoted of almost £20,000. While the permanent ceuation of

CONFIDENTIAL 
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violence will undoubtedly lead to an increase in the level of 

inward investment, it is not possible to quantify the likely 

amount with any precision. Comparisom with the ROl suggest

that. after adjusting for differences in the size of the two 

economies, the level of inward Investment in the Republic is 

around 2 ½times that of Northern Ireland. On the other hand 
a comparison with Scotland and other areas of the UK suggests 

no increase in inward investment after adjusting for size 

differences. 

7. The:ie two comparisons represent the outer limits of what

might be achieved following a permanent cessation of

violence. On the one hand, ro expect inward investment in

Northern Ireland to achieve the ROI levels (even after

adjusting for size difference) following a cessation of

violence is likely to be optimistic bearing in mind the tax

.advantageA available to inward investors in the ROI. On the

other hand, to assume that no increase in inward investment

i! achievable, especially during a �honeymoon period". is

unrealistic and contingency plans need to be drawn up to

maximise the gains. Two scenario, have therefore been

considered. The first assumes a 50 % increase in inward

investment leading to an additional 1500 job promotiona per

annum; the second assumes a doubling o{ inward investment

activity leading to a further 3000 job promotiona per annum.

8. An assessment of the impact on manufacturing employment of

CONFIDENTIAL 
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these higher levels of inward investment depends on estimates 

of the relationship between job promotion- and job creation, 

the rate of build up in employment and job duration. 

Historical analysis of job creation and duration rates show 

that each job promoted by IDB has led to around 6 man (or 

woman) years of employment. This auggests that over time an 

increase in job promotion of 1500/3000 per annum would lead 

directly to an increase in the stock of manufacturing jobs of 

around 9,000/18.000. 

9. The speed with which these jobs might be created would

depend on the time-lag between promotion and creation. Based

on historical data. the ·equilibrium' position of an

additional 9,000/18.000 jobs would occur after ten years with

around 40% achieved within the t1ve years covered by this

exercise. Other unknown factors in these calculations (apart

from the terms of any cessation of violence. the political

stability which follows and the reactions of investors ro a

declared permanent ceuation of violence already mentioned)

are the extent to which it will be possible to capitalise on

political goodwill and capture foreign assistance/investmcru,

and the nature of North/South institutions, eg. an all-

Ireland inward investment authority and/or a Dublin/Belfast

economic corridor.

10. On the basia of recent inward investment ratios, these

additional jobs would represent an investment of

CONFJDBNTIAL 
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approximately £80·160 milllon per annum leading to

additional jobs in construction (see paragraph 30) and, as a 

result of typical multiplier and linkage effects, a further 

1,600·3,200 jobs (split approximately equally between 

manufacturing and the services sector) within 5 years, 

increasing ultimately to 4,000-8,000 jobs. 

11. [t is difficult to assess the likely impact on the lD Budget

of the addition.al inw»rd investment identified above.

Auuming n lag of a year between additional job promotions

and actual ID expenditure, there are unlikely to be any

additional expenditure pressures on IDB within the first

year. Thereafter these are likely to build up rapidly to

between £2.5m and £50m per annum depending on which of the two

inward investment scenarios outlined above is selected. Once

this n�w flow of inward investment becomes part of the home

industry group it is likely to make ful1her demands on IDB

expenditure but this sicuntion is nor likely to emerge in the

short term. On the other hand, following a cessation of

violence it is likely that the overalt average cost per job

of all inward investment in Northern Ireland will eventually

fall. which over the longer term may act to offset some of

the additional costs. No account has been taken of this

potential saving.

12. Leaving aside the unknown factors referred to above,

achievement of the extra job promotion& assumed above will

CONFIDENTIAL 
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require, at the very least, in expansion of IDB's inward 

investment sales and back-up teams and a·revision of their 

PR/Communication programmes. This is likely to involve 

immediate additional expenditure of £2m per annum for the 

first 2-3 yean falling to £Im per annum thereafter. To 

achieve the higher scenario will require a determined effort 

to capitalise on political goodwill during a honeymoon period 

and involve far more players th.an the IDB. 

13. Trade. Comparisons with Scotland and the Republic indicate

rhat manufacturing exports (on a per head of population

basis) are, respectively, 30% and 40% higher than in Nonhern

Ireland. While differences in propensity to export between

different economics can be dtte to a range of factors it is

likely rhat the violence here has had a dampening effect on

export performance relative tO our neighbours. A cessation

of violence should improve export performance by increasing

the attractiveness of Northern Ireland to export orientated

inward investors and by removing obstacles to export growth

for exiz;ting indumy - such as the reluctance of potential

buyers to visit Northern Ireland and concerm about delivery

etc caused by the troubles. Peace would also provide a

greater impetus to the development of cross-border trade and

increase the scope for import !Ubstitution North and South of

the border.

14. The effect on employmenc of an increase in exports ill

CONFIDENTIAL 
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probably. and to a large extent, already reflected in the 

total additional employment (13,000-26.000) estimated in the 

inward i.nvestmi,nt section above. Any additional employment 

as a result of greater exponing activity by existing 

industry, while likely to be of significance, is difficult to 

estimate with any accuracy and therefore any estimate must be 

highly speculative. Taking a conservative approach, if 

indigeoous Northern Ireland firm, were to increase their 

external sales by a modest 10 % then this would lead to an 

increase (including linkage and multiplier effects) of around 

5,000 jobs. 

1.5. Reduced Operating Costs. Many of these are difficult to 

quantify and, on their own, are minor but could have a 

cumulative impact They are:-

(i) 

(ii) 

reduced security costs, 

fewer delays and disruptions, especially in 

transport, 

(iii) sharper insurance costs,

(iv) improved energy networks.

16. No statistics on the additional security costs falling on

industry u fl result of terrorilim are available. However.

broad brush figures suggest that 1000/2000 people are engaged

directly by manufacturing firms on security duties and it

might be expected that half of these would he made redundant

CONFIDENTIAL 
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ie 500/1,000, An end to extortion cosll will be a further 

honus though one which i, not easily qualified. 

17. Although unquantifiable. it can be assumed that security

forces' chec.k points and disruption caused by bombs and bomb

scares add. to industry's annual operating costs_

18. The insurance companies claim that premiums are higher in NI

for reasons other than terrorism. Nevenheless. it might be

expected that a cessacion in terrorism will lead to a general

easing in premiums to industry.

19. The i,lcctricity inr.erconnector between NI and ROJ has been

out of action since 1974 following a terrorist e:tplosion.

Its restoration is estimated to cost £ l m and will benefit

electricity supply industry costs initially by £2/3m each

year. Restoration would also open up the prospects for all

Ireland competition between NIE and ESB and access by ESB to

mainland electricity (through the Scottish interconncctor).

Private Servia; Sedor� 

20. Changes in private service sector employment are expected to

result from:•

(a) an increase in employment in tourism; and

(b) a reduction in employment in the security industry.

CONFIDENTIAL 
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21. Tourism. Tourist figures at the same levels u in ROI, which

employs 80,000 in the industry. would imply over 1,000,000

additional visitors and an eventual increase in employment in

the industry of over 20,000 (including multiplier effects).

22. 

This would take (at least) five years to achieve bccaUie the

infrastructure to accommodate additional visitors, involving

investment of £200/27.Sm. would require several ycari. to put

in place. The 3':tion needed to achieve these outcomes will

include co-ordinating on a major investment programme in new

accommodation, an upgrading of the existing accommodation

ba�e and a significant increase in the international

promotion of Northern Ireland as a peaceful holiday

destination, most likely as part of an all Ireland package.

A scenario is as follows:• 

Capcx 

£m 

1993/94 

(provisional) 

1994/95 

199.S/96 57 

1996/97 88 

1997/98 93 

1998/99 47 

Grant 

£m 

17 

26 

28 

14 

CONFIDENTIAL 

10. 

Visitors Employees 

OOOs 000s 

1,260 10 

1,360 11 

1,560 14 

1,8j0 18 

2,150 24 

2,440 30 
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Note: Capex based on £15,000 per bed space; need for 3,800, 
.S.900 and 6,200 extra bed spaces in the last three years of 

the period; and an average NITB grant rate of 30%. 

23. A more modest increase in tourists of 500,000 would yield

10,000 extra jobs (including multiplier effects) and involve

expeftditure of £70/75m in 1996/98.

i4. Security Industry. No statistics are available but broad 

bru�h figures suggest that the security induatry in NI 

employs around 10,000 (c,xcluding those identified in para 16 

as directly employed by manufacturing firms on security 

duties). Thi:, figure might be expected to fall by, say, 5,000 
on a cessation of violence with a further loss of 2,000 due 

to multiplier and linkage effects. Many of these jobs are 

part-time and comparatively low paid, so the economic impact 
may not be severe. These estimates assume that many 

companioa will retain security staff to combat OOC, not least 
because the costs of such security have been tolerated by 
balance sheets for many years. 

Pllblic Service Sedor�. 

25. Public expenditure per capita in Northern Ireland Is higher

than in the rest of 1he UK. Excluding social security and

agriculture, identifiable general Government expenditure per
head in Northern Ireland in 1991/92 was around 20% higher

CONFIDBNTIAL 
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than in Scotland, the next highest territorial area. Almost 

three-quarters of the difference was due to expenditure on 

law. order and protective services (LOPS) and this section 

considers that employment only. 

26. Per capita-expenditure on LOPS in Northern Ireland similar to

that in Scotland would Involve a reduction in expenditure

locally of around two-thirds (ie over £500m). A pro-rata

reduction in R UC and Prison Service Staff would lead to a

loss of around 12,000 jobs. However, it is likely that a

significant proportion of the reduction in security spending

would be absorbed not by Joh losses but by reductions in

hours worked and hence the reduction in employment is likely

to be around 8,000. Multiplier effects could lead to further

loss of around 2,400 jobs mainly in private services. Ali

noted at the beginning of the paper. these job losses, likes

the job gains, would most likely be phased over a period of

time but what that phasing would be is not possible to

predict and would depend on events.

27. The NIO have produced alternative, more cautious figures (see

Annex 1). These, they have emphasised. arc highly

speculative and should be treated with caution. A much

smaller reduction !lecurity expenditure is suggested, at least

in the short term (the figures are for the four year1 up to

1997/98). with a cut of 50% in police overtime, a loss of

1,000 (out of a total of 3,000) in the full-time RUC Reserve

CONFIDENTIAL 
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jobB and a lou of all part-time RUC Reserve jobs (around 

2,000). 

28. The mothballing of a prison (with a loss of say a further

1,000 jobs) is also anticipated The other main savings are

reductions in compensation payments and the police building

programme. The latter two are likely to impact mainly on

construction jobs.

29. A cessation of violence could have two impacts:-

(a) an eventual diminution-of work in repairing bomb

damage;

(b) an increase in work. arising from an expansion of the

towism industry and a greater confidence in the

industrial, commercial and domestic sectors.

30. NIO estimates (Annex I) suggest annual capital expenditure

reductions of £56m by 1997/98. The level of capital

expendirurc associated with an expected lacreuc in inward

investment has been estimated to be in the range of £80m-

£ 160m per annum (sec para 10). The additional capital

expendirure associated with an eitpansion of tourism haa been

estimated for the three yeara 1995/96 to 1997/98 to be £57m,

CONFIDENTIAL 
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£88m and £93m respectively (sec para 22). This may be 

reduced and phased over a longer period if the tourism build

up is less pronounced. Estimates of the net impact on 

capital expenditure of the impactJ referred to at para 28 

with associated employment effects for the period 1994/95 to 

1998/99 are outlined in Annex 2. They suggest that by 

1998/99 there would be a net increase in construction jobs in 

the range .500 to 3.500. With linkage and multiplier effects 

these would increase to 100 and 4,300 respectively. 

31. Estimates ot' the likely employment effects of the changes

identified in this paper, which might result from peace, are

summarised in Annex 3. Over the short run (five years) four

scenarios have been identified. These reflect the two

security scenarios mentioned above - (a) the full ,ecurity

impact within five years and (b) the more cautious (and

probably more realistic) approach outlined by NIO. For each

of these two scenarios, two s�narios with respect to

tourism, inward investment and exports have been col'liidered.

The more optimistic approach assumes a doubling of inward

investment accompanied by a significant increase in expom.

an expansion of tourism to current ROl levels and a 10%

increase in external sale11 of indigenous manufacturing firms.

The alternative, less optimistic, approach aS1ume1 growth of

50% for uch of these. Overall the net employment effect

CONFIDENTIAL 
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ranges from just 1,000 for the full security impact/mode1t 

increase in ID/tourism scenario to over 30,000 for the modest 

fall in security expenditure/large increase in ID/tourism 

scenario. Two long run scenarios have also been identified. 

These both reflect the full security impact but incorporate 

the alternative scenario, for ID/tourism benefits uaed in the 

shOrt-i'Un. Both show that, compared with their short run 

equivalenrs, the positive employment effects increase in the 

longer rcnn. 

32. Previous studies have shown a 3: 1 relationship between jobs

created and falls in unemployment levels and it is likely

that returning migrants (see below) and new entrant, to the

labour market will talce up 60r'70% of new employment

generated. (NI has a 72 % participation level compared with

78.5% in GB). Northern Ireland will therefore continue to

have a very high level of unemployed and. particularly. long

term unemployed ie unemployed for more than l year. Northern

Ireland currently has 56,000 long rcrm unemployed.

predominantly Catholic males. pro rata. 18,000 more than it

should have. Addressing this problem is likely to form a

key part of reinforcing a permanent cessation of violenl:e.

Ministers arc conaidering an initiative in this area which

could be important in ensuring that the stabilising benefits

of an improving economic situation are shared by the most

disadvan�ged area!.

CONFIDBNTIAL 
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33. The expected net increase in employment masks quite

11ignificant changes in the types of jobs involved, with the

loss of highly paid security jobs being more than made up by

the creation of jobs in indu,try. and jobs in tourism which

are likely to be lower paid. However, not all security jobs

are well paid (especially those in the private 5ector) and

many of the new jobs. especially in induatry will be senior

managerial, technical and profeuionaJ jobs. Given that our

estimates show more jobs being created than lost, it ia

possible that the numbers of highly paid jobs being created

could equal, or evc.!n exceed, those being lost. Furthermore

the new jobs will create real wealth within Northern Ireland

and increase the size of the private sector (at the expense

of the public sector). That will perhaps be the most welcome

aspect of the period of economic adjustment that i, now

likely to occur.

34. Like ROI. NI has, historically, suffered from net outward

migration and, while levels of migration have generally

reflected the buoyancy or otherwise of tht! labour market in

GB. Nl has seen peaks of outward migration at times of peak

violence. Net outward migration statistics disguise large

inward and outward migration figures. Among,t the outward

migration figures are the 4,250 young people from Northern

Ireland who enter higher education institutions in GB each

year. only 16% of whom return on graduating.

CONFIDBNTIAL 
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35. A cessation of violence and the economic opportunities that

would present, could be expected to result in a reduction in

the numbers of outward migrants and an increase in iMward

migrants. including graduates. Many of these immigrants will

have the qualities needed by existing companies, and may

indeed possess entrepreneurial skills. While it is not

possible t0 estimate che impact on unemployment levels of net

inward migration it is reasonable to suppose that there will

also be benefits in tenns of the management of companies and

levefs of new business startups.

36. The major changes in employment panems envisaged in the

scenarios in this paper will require significant expenditure

on retraining but no reliable estimate has been possible.

Oppotu!Oitica 

37. Implicit in all of these employment scenarios are potentially

very large PE savings. The PE costs of the anticipated

expansion of ID and tourism are at most around £80m per annum

whereas the savings from a rundown In security are likely,

taking the NIO e1timatc, to be £184m in the short-run rising

tO around £500m over the longer tenn.

CONFIDENTIAL 
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38. There arc, of course, a number of significant uncertainties

relating to the PE implications of Peace:

(a) the quantum and phasing of savings. in panicular in

the .Law and Order programme.

(b) the quantum and phasing of direct costs on the Law and

Order programme eg redundancy or severance payments.

(c) the extent to which Northern Ireland would be able to

retain the savings within the Nonhern Ireland Block

for reallocation to other purposes - HMT would argue

that the Block in general and the Industrial

Development and Employment programme in particular were

over-provided; and that the level of Law and Order

expenditure has been boosted by special additions to

the NI Block.

(d) the PE cosu of responding to the consequences of Peace

could vary, eg if inward investment became

significantly cheaper.

(e) the timing/phasing of expenditure propoaab.
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39. DFP believes that a powerful combination of political and PE

arguments could be deployed in the event of a permanent peace

emerging:

(a) HMT would benefit from early and substantial savings in

additional Army com which arc borne by the MOD and in

- security related costs being borne by other GB

departments.

(b) the NI Block has ·subsidised• the Law and Order

programme and, as a consequence, other programmes arc

under-provided (an extension of the current debate with

HMT on Needs Assessment and Year 3). However, DFP's

Resource Needs Balan�e Study suggests it might he

difficult to justify additiora to the Industry/Trade

and Employment programme on relative needs ground.1

alone.

(c) crucially, a Peace settlement would need to be

underpinned by economic and social programme& which

maximised the prospects for an enduring peace, eg by

supporting private sector job creation and by

addres�ing long term unemployment and community

differentials.
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40. Given the range and significance of the variables, DFP

believes it would be unwi•e for Ministers to quote specific

figure! on money beyond saying that, if Peace broke out, the

scope for reallocation could rise to something well in exces&

of £100m per year. Any such comment would nted to be crafted

carefully but, oonetheleu, Ministers could convey a sense of

confidence that the PE dimension of a Peace Dividend would be

very substantial.

41. This paper identifies a range of possible applications

including inward investment job creation. tourism

infrastructure and employment, an expanded scheme for the
long term unemployed etc. Ministers might ask officials to

do further work on how various levels of Peace Dividend could

be applied, but clearly the pattern of deployment would be
affected by the quantum available M well aa by how Ministers

judged priorities at the material time.

42. ''Peace" would naturally have implications for the Secretary

of State· s public expenditure priorities, with the emplwis

shifting from Defeating Terrorism to key economic and social

objectives. Clearly Ministers would wish to review strategic

priorities in that eventuality but. prima facie. the

Strengthening the Economy and Targetting Social Need

priorities would continue to be relevant.

43. Additional opportunities might ari•c from offers of
assistance by the US Government (or other US interests) and

the EU following a permanent cessation of violence.
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